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Rainer Mausfeld
Rainer Mausfeld is professor at the University of Kiel. Before his
retirement, he was the chair of the faculty for perception, and cognition studies. He writes on neoliberal ideology, the deconstruction
of democracy into an authoritarian surveillance state, and psychological techniques of opinion. With his lectures (such as “How are
democracies, and opinions being guided”, and “The power elites
fear of the people”) he reaches hundred thousands of listeners.

Silence of the Lambs

How the power elite and neoliberalism destroy our society
Over the past decades, democracy has been undermined in an unparalleled fashion. Democracy
has been replaced by the illusion of democracy; the
public debate has been replaced by an apparatus
of opinion, and irritation management, and the
ideal of the responsible citizen has been replaced
by the neoliberal ideal of the politically apathetic
consumer. Important political decisions are being
made by economic and political groups with no
democratic legitimation or accountability whatsoever. The destructive social, ecological, and psychological effects of this reign of the elites increasingly endangers our society, and the fundaments
of our life. Rainer Mausfeld uncovers the system
behind this indoctrination while exemplifying historic constants and thereby making us aware of the
various psychological methods of manipulation.

Original Title:
Warum schweigen die Lämmer? Wie
Elitendemokratie und Neoliberalismus unsere Gesellschaft und unsere
Lebensgrundlagen zerstören
Original language: German
Publication in October 2018
304 pages
Including many llustrations
YouTube: 2 million visits

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

One of Germanys foremost left-wing
intellectuals
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Noam Chomsky, born in 1928, is Institute Professor Emeritus for
linguistics and philosophy at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). He revolutionized modern linguistics and wrote several bestsellers. Chomsky is one of the most famous left-wing intellectuals; his
criticism of American politics and global capitalism is notorious.
Emran Feroz, born in 1991, is a journalist with a focus on the Middle East and Central Asia. He covers Afghanistan and the drone-war
of the US. Feroz is also the founder of “Drone Memorial” (www.dronememorial.com), a virtual memorial for civilian victims of drone attacks.

Fight or Downfall!

Why we have to stand up against the
masters of men
Noam Chomsky is amongst the most important
intellectuals of the present. In this book, Chomsky
talks about the huge questions of our generation:
Why is there so much injustice in this world? Are
we already living in a dystopia? Is humanity about
to extinguish itself? Why does the majority not
stand up and fight against the gentry (“Masters of
men”)? Noam Chomsky went through almost 100
years of revolution, riot, war and destruction – but
he’s still optimistic. He encourages us to go on –
there is no other way out.

Original Title:
Kampf oder Untergang.
Warum wir gegen die Herren der
Menschheit aufstehen müssen
Original language: German
Publication in October 2018
192 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Also by Emran Feroz:

With the Push of a Button
The true extend of the US-drone-terror ‒ How
murder became a daily business
"Drone warfare has already become one of the most consequential, yet under-discussed, developments of the war
on terror. Emran Feroz has become one of the world's most
knowledgeable and intrepid journalists in reporting on and
analyzing all aspects of this dystopian development. His
work has become indispensable for understanding the vital
debates we must have about drones."

Original Title:
Tod per Knopfdruck
Original language: German
Published in 2017
256 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Glenn Greenwald, The Intercept
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Michael Meyen started his career as a journalist in a regional
newspaper and on the radio (MDR info). Since 2002, he is in charge of
the training for journalism, public relations and advertising at he university of München. He is mainly interested in mass media and publishes articles and books on that.
Kerem Schamberger born in 1986, is political correspondent and
communication scientist at he university of München. For many years
his subject has been the oppression of the Kurds in Turkey. Because
of his political engagement, he was on the verge of being barred from
his profession in Germany.

The Kurds

A people between oppression and
rebellion
Who knows about the war of the Turkish against
the Kurds that began in 2015? Who remembers
the repression in the 1990s? Some might know
the PKK and wonder why thousands of people in
Europa solidarize with this “terror organization”.
The persecution of the Kurds roots within the
inception of Turkey and the real coup took place
in Turkey in 2015 – a civilian coup initiated by the
AKP. The Western world on the other hand fears to
endanger their partnership with the Erdogan-Regime, and therefore neglects the rights of a whole
people.

Original Title:
Die Kurden.
Ein Volk zwischen Unterdrückung
und Rebellion
Original language: German
Publication in September 2018
240 pages
Including many photos
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

How long until the West stops using the Kurds
as political pawns for their own interests?
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Moshe Zuckermann
Moshe Zuckermann, son of Polish-Jewish holocaust survivors,
was born in Israel and grew up in Tel Aviv. His parents immigrated
to Frankfurt am Main in 1960. Zuckermann studied in Frankfurt am
Main and taught at the Institute for the History and Philosophy of
Science and Ideas at Tel Aviv University. From 2000 to 2005, he led
the Institute for German History at Tel Aviv University. Zuckermann
publishes for the radio, for TV and in printed media consistently.

The Eternal Anti-Semite

Original Title:
Der allgegenwärtige Antisemit
oder Die Angst der Deutschen vor der
Vergangenheit

The Anti-Semitism debate in Germany has lost its
touch with reality: terminology is misused, humans are slandered and persecuted, and Jews are
accused of being anti-Semites. Israel enslaves the
Palestinians for more than 50 years, and Germany
solidarizes with the Israeli – whoever practices
criticism is deemed an anti-Semite. In his book,
Moshe Zuckermann bluntly reviews the contemporary discussion, and he calls for an honest debate
about the German-Israeli relationship.

Original language: German
Publication in September 2018
256 pages

Germany's fear of the past

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Heike Leitschuh
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Heike Leitschuh studied political sciences in Marburg. As freelance
journalist, author, moderator and advisor, she focuses on topics
such as business development, de-growth, transformational processes and sustainability. Her texts were published in several
magazines.

Me, myself, and I!

How egoism changes our society
There’s a harsh wind going around, especially in
big cities. People barely perceive one another.
Everybody is mainly focused on him- or herself. Egoism is en vogue. Neoliberal competition
increasingly dominates everyday culture, while
solidarity declines. The media and advertising
promote the new egoism. Politicians have to realize
the effects of their actions: Is the society about to
crunch?

Original Title:
Ich zuerst!
Eine Gesellschaft auf dem Ego-Trip
Original language: German
Publication in October 2018
256 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

The effects of neoliberalism – clearly depicted
and easy to understand

www.westendverlag.de

August Everding (1928-1999) was one of the most influential characters of the 20th century theater scene. He was director of the Bayrische Staatsoper and the Bayrisches Staatstheater.
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Joachim Kaiser (1928-2017) was one of the most influential music
critics in Germany. From 1959, he was senior editor at Süddeutsche
Zeitung.
Marcel Reich-Ranicki (1920-2013) was born in Poland, survived
the Warsaw ghetto and lived in Germany from 1958. He is one of the
most controversial characters in German post-war culture. As a literary
critic, he influenced the contemporary field of literature significantly.

Prima la musica,
dopo le parole
Joachim Kaiser and Marcel
Reich-Ranicki in dispute, moderated
by August Everding
During the “Richard-Strauss-Tage 1995” a special
debate took place in Garmisch-Partenkrichen:
Moderated by the legendary August Everding, two
giants of German public culture, Marcel ReichRanicki and Joachim Kaiser, discussed the relationship of text and music in opera. Antonio Salieris opera “Prima la musica e poi le parole” (1786)
became the headline of this dispute. With “Prima
la musica, dopo le parole” this great moment of debating culture is first published as a book and gives
pleasure not only to friends of the opera.

Original Title:
Prima la musica, dopo le parole.
Joachim Kaiser und Marcel ReichRanicki im Streitgespräch, moderiert
von August Everding
Original language: German
Publication in August 2018
134 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

A magic moment with the giants of
German culture.
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Helmut Höge
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Helmut Höge is an editor at taz and lives in Berlin. He published a
plentitude of books, under at least as many pen names, with both,
documentary and literary style.

The silly fauna and its
earnest exploration
Helmut Höge has been exploring the fauna for
many years. He is not only interested in the scientific literature but also in the oberservation of
those who interact with animals and study their
behavior. He is convinced that humans can learn
more from animals than the other way round.

Original Title:
Die lustige Tierwelt und ihre ernste
Erforschung
Original language: German
Publication in August 2018
160 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

In 2014, Helmut Höge won the Ben-Witter-price,
honoring authors who give an unorthodox perspective on what happens in the world, use uncommon genres of journalism and literature, and show
a socio-critical sense of humor. A perfect match for
“Die lustige Tierwelt und ihre ernste Erforschung“.

A completely unorthodox view on animals

www.westendverlag.de
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Franz Keller
Franz Keller is one of the most critically acclaimed Michelin-Star
chefs in Germany. He was trained under such legends as Jean
Ducloux and Paul Bocuse, and was among the first proponents of
the “New German cuisine". Eventually, he then resigned from the
Michelin-fuss to follow his own philosophy "best of the basic" in his
famous “Adler Wirtschaft” restaurant, and his “Falkenhof” farm in
Wispertal / Rheingau.

Best of the Basics

Food is politics or why I had to become a farmer to find true relish
He cooked for the queen, heads of states, and hosted a dinner for Vladimir Putin and Angela Merkel
at his “Adler Wirtschaft”. Franz Keller is one of
the most critically acclaimed Michelin-Star chefs
in Germany and together with Eckart Witzigmann he is part of the generation of star-chefs who
revolutionized the German kitchen. Ever since, he
has been following his philosophy of "best of the
basics": He farms his chicken, his cattle, and his
pigs himself, ensuring that they enjoy a life worth
living. No animal in Keller’s kitchen had to suffer
the dire conditions of factory farming. In his book
Keller critizises the sickening methods of farming
for industrial food production, as well as misrouted politics. But first of all, he wants to encourage
his readers to look exactly on their plates and start
cooking for themselfes again.

Original Title:
Vom Einfachen das Beste.
Essen ist Politik oder Warum ich
Bauer werden musste, um den
perfekten Genuss zu finden
Original language: German
Publication in April 2018
256 pages
30.000 copies sold
Including many photographs and
selected receipes
Rights sold to Korea

A passionate plea for an honest cuisine, and a
rethinking of our industrial food production.

www.westendverlag.de

Timm Koch
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Timm Koch studied Philosophy at FU Berlin, and Humboldt University Berlin. Ever since his youth, he was indulged in the archaic arts
of botanic cultivation. His wildlife expertise includes gathering wild
fruits and fungi, hunting, fishing, and bee keeping.

The Bee and its Enemies
Life and death of the bees

For over 100 million years bees shaped our life
on earth, as they pollinate vast amounts of our
plants. Without bees, there are no apples – but the
agro-chemical industrial complex wants this to
change. They seek a future of robot-bees pollinating only for the few capable of paying the price. A
disastrous vision that can only end one way: the
biggest man-made ecocide to date. Timm Koch
introduces us to the miraculous world of the bees,
showing us that for now, the man-bee-symbiosis
works. But the bee won’t be able to resist Bayer,
Monsanto and co. with their ruthless plans to poison our lands forever. We arrived at a crucial point,
and there is only one right way at this junction.

Original Title:
Herr Bien und seine Feinde.
Vom Leben und Sterben der Bienen
Original language: German
Publication in March 2018
224 pages
Including many photographs

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

"A fresh, personal plea for the bee and maybe the most interesting book about bees in
2018."
WWF magazine

www.westendverlag.de

Harald Lüders
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Harald Lüders worked as author, reporter and editor for more than
thirty years. As a journalist, he focused on secret services and rightwing radicalism. He received the Grimme Award.

Tunnel of Dreams
Within the beautiful landscape of South
Tyrol there is the Paradise Mountain Resort, a
five-star-sanatorium where the rich get cured from
psychological sufferings. Professor Carlos Mentoff,
the head of the clinic, experiments with trips in
virtual reality – is it really about healing though?
Or is it rather Brain wash, or Blackmail? This is
what journalist Mitch Berger from Frankfurt am
Main aims to find out, when a cry for help from a
famous German actress reaches him.

Original Title:
Traumtunnel
Original language: German
Publication in September 2018
330 pages
A thriller in full HD!

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

"A political thriller in the tradition of John
Le Carré and Frederick Forsyth."
Focus Online

Also by Harald Lüders:

Sinister Powers
TV-Journalist Mitch Berger is slipped an anonymous record
that depicts the two NSU-killers Uwe
Mundlos and Uwe Böhnhardt in their trailer: heavily armed
and moments before the police arrives. Who is monitoring
them? And why is Mitch of all people entrusted with this
sensitive DVD?
At the same time, a conspirative group is planning a terrorist attack on refugee quarters. For in the second year of
relentless immigration, resistance against the chancellor’s
policies is on the rise – nested deeply within the government
itself.

Original Title:
Dunkelmacht
Original language: German
Published in October 2016
352 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Paul Schreyer, born 1977, is a free-lance journalist for “Telepolis” and others, and the author of
several political non-fiction books. “Wir sind die
Guten” (Westend 2014, with Mathias Bröckers)
was a Spiegel bestseller for many months.

Resistance Now!

A different world is possible
As a diplomat Jean Feyder represented Luxembourg in the UNO. Having observed the makings
of international politics from within the system, he
cannot but draw a dire conclusion: The world truly
is in turmoil. Trade wars, ecocide, and the systemic
patronization of developing nations – all for the
sake of greater profits. But there is also hope: Alternative ideas, organizations, and public campaigns
advocate a fairer, more solidary world. With his
book, Feyder demands from the powers in charge
to finally initiate true change, because he knows
that a different world is possible.

Jean Feyder was the head of cooperative devel-

opment in the foreign ministry of Luxembourg,
and a representative for Luxembourg in the WTO
in Geneva. Since his resignation as a diplomat in
2012, he has been writing articles and books such
as “Mordshunger” with Westend.

Original language: German
Publication in April 2018
220 pages
5000 copies sold
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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How can we save our democracy?
The system is in a crisis. Is a direct democracy the
"solution? Or are the people incapable of deciding
for their own good when the chips are down? Are
they manipulated too easily, do they fall for every
populist’s lure? Often, an outsider’s success during
elections is blamed on the citizen’s “wrong” vote.
But who’s to decide what’s right and what’s wrong?
We had free elections for a mere hundred years. Is
the vote about a parliament’s composition enough
to ensure the legitimacy of a democratic system?
Can it prevent the oligarchs from imposing their
rule of the rich?

Original Title:
Die Angst der Eliten.
Wer fürchtet die Demokratie?

Original Title:
Leistet Widerstand!
Eine andere Welt ist möglich
Original language: German
Publication in March 2018
256 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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What the Elites Fear

www.westendverlag.de
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No Capitalism is no Solution

The crisis of todays economy or What we can learn
from Smith, Marx and Keynes
What are the reasons for financial crises? Why are
rich people rich and poor people poor? How does
money work? Where does economic growth come
from? A firm grasp on the classics is necessary to
find answers to these questions and to understand
what went wrong in contemporary economics:
Adam Smith, Karl Marx and John Maynard Keynes
– important thinkers whose academic representation is either small, faulty or simply non-existent.
An astounding fact, considering they gave the best
answers to the questions asked above – which is
the reason why they need to be rediscovered.

Original Title:
Kein Kapitalismus ist auch
keine Lösung.
Was wir heute von Adam Smith, Karl
Marx und Maynard Keynes lernen
können.
Original language: German
Published in September 2016
288 pages
50.000 copies sold
Rights sold to Korea and Japan

parliamentary correspondent and head of the
communications department for the daily newspaper taz since the year 2000. Her publications often
address basic issues of politics, both social and
economic.

Karl Marx, Love and Capital

Karl, son of a converted jewish advocate in Trier,
is a drifter. Support he finds in his great love Jenny
von Westphalen and his friend Friedrich Engels.
The three of them want nothing less but world
revolution and for their ambitious goal they roam
around the world. Almost inevitably, severe conflicts ensue. After the failed revolution of 1948,
the Marx family regroups in London, miserable
and poor. It is Engels saving the family, because he
sweats the factory owned by the father. Jenny does
not accept Engels lover Mary Burns and, alas, Karl
impregnates the maid Lenchen. Does love conquer
all, in the end?

© Herby Sachs, WDR

Ulrike Herrmann is economic correspondent,

Original Title:
Karl Marx, die Liebe und das Kapital
Original language: German
Publication in March 2018
352 pages
The first novel about the love life of
Karl Marx
Rights sold to Taiwan

and works as a screenwriter and director. Among
his works are the German cult film "Daheim sterben die Leut", productions for the crime series"Tatort" and other TV movies. He is author of numerous books, recently "Totalschaden" (Westend 2010)
and "99 Crashes" (Westend 2014).

© Matthias Becker

Klaus Gietinger is a graduate social scientist
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The New Drinking Culture

Perfect food-pairings without alcohol
Nicole Klauss presents the versatile and exiting
world of alcohol-free beverages: a world of unbelievable taste adventures, where juices, teas and
historic as well as newly developed beverages meet
the ambitious cuisine. Discover refined creations as
you learn everything about the taste variety alcohol-free beverages can provide. Whether at home
or at the restaurant, exciting new pairings and
tastings are ready to be discovered, because: Sober
is the new drunk!

Original Title:
Die neue Trinkkultur. Speisen perfekt
begleiten ohne Alkohol
Original language: German
Published in 2017
272 pages
Designed, illustrated and
colourized throughout
6000 copies sold
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Nicole Klauss graduated in Art History and Ro-

© Volker Wenzlawski

manism to start a career in art consulting and her
schooling in oenology. Becoming mother of two
children, she intensified her interest for the non-alcoholic, refined cuisine while consulting caterers
and restaurant owners. Always on the look-out for
new tasting experiences, she blogs on food-pairings and innovative beverages.

We Have a Bone to Pick

Original Title:
Treffen sich zwei Knochen.
Fit und gelenkig bis ins hohe Alter

The ability to move freely and safe from pain, is
usually taken for granted – until losing it to arthrosis, arthritis or rheumatism. But where do
these vexing problems with our joints originate?
Dr. Thomas Pfeifer gives an illustrative, vivid, and
fascinating introduction to our bone system with
all its little gouts and aches, ranging from diagnosis
over therapy to prevention.

Original language: German
Published in 2016
240 pages

How to stay agile and fit with healthy joints

15.000 copies sold
Rights sold to Hungary

Thomas Pfeifer studied medicine in Padua,

Aachen, Muenster and Munich. He was a guest
physician at the Massachusetts General Hospital
at the Harvard Medical School in Boston. Since
1992 he runs his own doctors office together with
his brother Johannes and is regarded to be one of
the most renouned doctors in Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.

© Hartmuth Schröder
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Treacherous Tempters

Why right-wing populism is so very successful
Right-wing populists are gaining popularity,
authoritarian demagogues are gaining territory.
But who are these people who vote for right-wing
tempters and what is going on inside the heads of
those “concerned citizens”? Are they scared of losing their economic status? Or do they fear the loss
of something different? Which role do the media
play in this? Is left-wing populism really the appropriate answer? Daniel Bax shows us some reasons
for the current success of right-wing populists and
gives inspiration for change.

Original Title:
Die Volksverführer.
Warum Rechtspopulisten so
erfolgreich sind
Original language: German
August 2018
256 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Daniel Bax is journalist and author. In his

writing, he focusses on migration and religion,
pop-culture and politics. Born in Brazil and growing up in Freiburg, he is one of the most outspoken
critics against racism and political extremism in
Germany. In 2015, he published his first book "Fear
of the Occident" (Westend).

Populism for Beginners

A manual to tempt the masses
At its core, right-wing populism has some very
easy mechanisms: It is "Us against Them". The
book explains the inner workings of the language,
the methods, and the organisation of populist
leaders and their parties in a clear and eye-opening
fashion. Ultimately, the schemes and the codes of
become plainly visible − and enable you to successfully debunk and oppose right-wing idiots.

Original Title:
Populismus für Anfänger.
Anleitung zur Volksverführung
Original language: German
October 2017
256 pages
12.000 copies sold
Rights sold to Czech Republic

Walter Ötsch teaches Economics and cultural

weekly Falter. She frequently writes on right-wing
populism and is the author of "Against Prejudice:
How to Coquer stupid Accusations with Good
Arguments" (2015).

© Artur Feller

Nina Horaczek is the chief editor of the Austian
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© Katharina-Gossow

history at the Cusanus University. His latest book,
"Haider Light" (2000) on Austrian populist Joerg
Haider became bestseller.

